
Rosemary Parmesan Popcorn 

“A Chocolate Orange” 

 Popcorn 

“The Port Plums Classic” 

Black Truffle Sea Salt & Garlic Popcorn 

“Cha Cha Chili”  

Spicy Popcorn 

 

All recipes made with the Lékué Microwave Popcorn Maker, per their cooking instructions 

½cup popcorn kernels 

4 tsp Rosemary  Infused Olive Oil 

½tsp sea salt 

grated Parmesan cheese - to taste 

Pour kernels in Le kue  bowl.  Drizzle olive oil over kernels and stir so all 

kernels are covered. Add salt to unpopped kernels and stir.  

Pop according to Le kue  directions. After its popped, pour in serving 

bowl if desired. Sprinkle parmesan cheese over the top,  

gently mixing with  spatula or spoon.  

Add parsley flakes on top for serving. 

½cup popcorn kernels 

4 tsp Blood Orange Fused Olive Oil 

½ tsp Salt Traders Vanilla Sea Salt 

1 tbs orange zest (about half an orange) 

1 cup mini chocolate chips (or more!) 

Pour kernels in Le kue  bowl.  Drizzle olive oil over kernels and stir so 

all kernels are covered. Add salt to unpopped kernels and stir.  

Pop according to Le kue  directions. After its popped, pour in serving 

bowl if desired. Filter out unpopped kernels, if any.  

Using a spoon, mix in chocolate chips.  

Sprinkle orange zest over mixture and serve. 

Pour kernels in Le kue  bowl.  Drizzle olive oil over kernels and stir so all kernels are 

covered. Add salt to unpopped kernels and stir. Pop according to Le kue  directions.  

After its popped, pour in serving bowl if desired.  

Sprinkle a little more truffle salt while gently mixing with  spatula or spoon.  

 

  *Pro Tip* -    Try with Butter Infused Olive Oil instead,  

  OR use equal parts Garlic and Butter olive oils for a tasty recipe. 

4 tsp Garlic Infused Olive Oil 

½ tsp Black Truffle Sea Salt 

½cup popcorn kernels 

1 tsp Cayenne Chili Fused Olive Oil 

3 tsp Extra Virgin Olive Oil  

(your choice - we use a Medium Intensity) 

½ tsp Salt Traders Aleppo Chile Sea Salt 

Pour kernels in Le kue  bowl.  Drizzle  both olive oils over kernels and stir so 

all kernels are covered. Add Aleppo Chile salt to unpopped kernels and stir.  

Pop according to Le kue  directions. After its popped, pour in serving bowl  

if desired. Filter out unpopped kernels, if any.  

If desired, add a little more Aleppo Chile Salt when serving. 
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